CLINICAL PROJECT MANAGER M/F
KAYENTIS is a software solutions provider specialized in pharmaceutical clinical trials.
Our core competence is in patient data capture and processing (eCOA) solutions.
With 14 years of global experience in eCOA, Kayentis has supported more than 200 clinical trials in 75
countries with more than 70,000 patients. Its head office is located in Meylan, near Grenoble; Kayentis
is also present in Boston and will have a subsidiary in Tokyo in 2020.
Joining Kayentis' teams means choosing a fast-growing company committed to improving clinical trials
and the well-being of its employees.
KAYENTIS is growing! Develop your career with us!
Join an international, cohesive and dynamic team and develop new skills!
The Clinical Project Manager permanent position is based in Boston, MA (USA) and reports to the
Manager Running Services.
The Clinical Operations Project Manager manages clinical trials during their running and closing
phases. For this purpose, you provide functional support to sponsor and site clinical teams as well as
activity and data monitoring.

Your Mission :
✓ You manage the activation of sites through accounts creation, shipment of devices, planning
of trainings
✓ You pilot the resolution of the actions to be carried out on running projects and provide
feedback during regular points with the sponsor or through the channels set up with the users
✓ You maintain regular contacts with the client (meetings & calls)
✓ You interact with the outsourced helpdesk
✓ You relay customer needs to internal teams
✓ You proactively monitor the key elements of the study and associated risks, and anticipate the
key actions to be launched with the client in the running phase
✓ You manage communication & coordination of issues until resolution
✓ You manage the closing of sites through return of devices, shipment of archives

Your profile :
✓ Bachelor’s or Master’s degree in Pharmacist, Project Manager, Clinical Research Associate with
project management experience, or equivalent
✓ Minimum of 2 years in the field of clinical trials
✓ You demonstrate a sense of organization
✓ You are proactive and know how to organize your activities and manage priorities in an
autonomous way with a resistance to pressure
✓ You have an excellent relationship, team spirit
✓ You are customer oriented with a good communication

Your benefits :
✓ Flexible working hours
✓ Bonuses
Are you interested in this opportunity? Contact us and send us your CV at career@kayentis.com
For more information about Kayentis, visit our career page, or have a look at our employee satisfaction
survey results. Make sure to follow us on the social media platforms below for the latest news and
updates about Kayentis:

